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As an exhibition
at Holborn
Library ably
demonstrates,
Lancelot
Ribeiro’s artistic
journey
spanned the
continents, says
Dan Carrier
t was a journey that took
a teenager across
continents, searching for
a better life – and
eventually led to Lancelot
Ribeiro becoming an artist
whose work was a product
of wide influences.
Now, an exhibition of
the painter and sculptor,
born in Mumbai but who
lived in London for more
than 50 years, tells his
story.
Hosted by the Camden
Local Studies Archive at
Holborn Library, it shows
examples of his work and
tells his story through
personal diaries, letters
and photographs. Items
from his Belsize Park
studio are also on display,
bringing alive the painter.
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Left:
Ribeiro’s
Untitled
Compositional
Landscape,
1987
PHOTO: V&A
COLLECTION

Biographer David
Buckman states that
despite working
prolifically for 50 years,
he was
“outside a
small
circle,

Lancelot Ribeiro in the
1980s, and inset right,
in the RAF in 1954

essentially a forgotten
figure” when he died in
2010 – but his story
encompasses tells of both
a 20th century British art

movement and a personal
example of
Commonwealth
immigration.
Lancelot was born in
1933. As his daughter
Marsha says, his
childhood, spent in the

former Portuguese colony
of Goa, had a large
influence on him and can
be seen through his early
paintings.
“It was important for
his early
work,” she
says. “Goa is a
little like
Mediterranean
Europe on the
Indian subcontinent. The
churches and
cathedrals of
Goa are very
striking and feel
Iberian. My
father’s early
work is full of
such churches
and spires.”
He showed an early
aptitude for drawing and
painting but aged 16 his
family sent him to
England to study
accountancy. His older
brother, the artist FN

Souza, had already made
the trip against the
backdrop of the turmoil of
Indian independence and
Lancelot lived with him in
Chalcot Square, Primrose
Hill.
“My father arrived after
a 21-day voyage on the
P&O steamship, the
Mooltan,” says Marsha
and Lancelot’s experience
when he first came to
London echoes that of so
many who travelled long
distances to work in a new
country.
He wrote of the selfdoubt and anguish he
experienced on arrival –
“It was a dull, grey,
heavily laden aqueous
day, depressing wetness
that got to the bone... I
have never forgotten those
disillusioned and troubled
days... spent in anguish
and tears. I was alone,
with nothing but a
constantly growing fear...

Why had I left home and
all that I knew, felt and
could touch?”
He studied for his
accountancy exams and
brushing up his English –
but began to be drawn
towards a less secure
career. In 1951 he
enrolled at St Martins and
began studying life
drawing.
He returned to India in
the mid-50s after being
given a compassionate

discharge from National
Service in the RAF when
his mother had fallen ill.
He had been posted to
Scotland, shooting rabbits
as part of a project to
eradicate the disease
myxomatosis. “My father
was very opposed to
hunting and did not like
it,” adds Marsha.
He headed back to
Mumbai, bought his first
l To page 2
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Ribeiro fought discrimination
l From page 1
set of paints and some hardboard
and success followed. Writing
poetry too, he mixed in Mumbai’s
artistic circles and in 1961 had his
first solo show, a mix of
landscapes and townscapes,
portraits and still lifes.
Despite this success, Lancelot
wanted to come back to London
and returned in 1963 with his
wife and first daughter, Raisa.
Settling in Belsize Park
Gardens, he worked from a studio
there and began a long interest in
the marriage of Western and
Indian art.
He became part of a group
known as the Indian Painters
Collective, organising shows and
ore people are
displaced in the
world today
than ever before
in human history, all
going through an
unprecedented time of
terror and turbulence.
“It is the same horror I
went through being
repeated, but much, much
harder than I ever
experienced,” says Agi
Katz. “I was very lucky
and made welcome when
I arrived in London while
today there is this
animosity, so much antisemitism and hate.”
And Agi should know.
She was one of some
200,000 who fled as
refugees during the
Hungarian Revolution of
1956, a medical student of

M

becoming part of a scene in 1960s
London
“At this time, a succession of
Commonwealth immigration
controls were brought into force,
which progressively restricted the
entry of black and Asian
immigrants into Britain and
increased racial tension,” says
Marsha.
“His anger would have been
stoked by the rising tide of antiimmigration rhetoric. Against this
backdrop, Ribeiro was at the
forefront of fighting
discrimination directed against
painters from the subcontinent,
trying very hard to penetrate
seemingly impregnable barriers
in a system hell-bent on ignoring
them.”

As well as co-founding the
Indian Painters Collective in 1963,
he was part of the Indian Artists
UK, lectured on Indian art and
culture for the Commonwealth
Institute and brought an “Indian
Month” to Burgh House in 1980.
His work developed through
the decades, moving from oils
that reflect his background
through to watercolours.
“His watercolours date from
1974 onwards and were originally
inspired by the landscape of
northern England,” says Marsha.
“In 1980 he moved to
Haverstock Hill. He noted to
friends that the constraints of
space meant he could only really
work – at least initially – on a
small scale. Living close to

Hampstead Heath, he started a
new series of finely detailed grass
and tree scenes, often reflecting
the Heath through seasonal
change.”
Ribeiro’s work deserves
celebrating. The exhibition,
developed with the British
Museum, Burgh House, Camden
Local Studies and Archives Centre,
Central Saint Martins and the
V&A, it is part of a project to take
his work into schools.
“It builds a legacy from his
work for years to come,” adds
Marsha.
l Retracing Ribeiro: An Indian
Artist in Camden is at Holborn
library, 32-38 Theobalds Road,
WC1X 8PA, until July 28. For more
see www.lanceribeiro.co.uk

Ribeiro’s Untitled Watercolour, dating from 1986

SETTLING SCORES
A Hungarian refugee, curator Agi Katz says she gravitates to immigrant artists. Gerald Isaaman reports
18 who was part of the
initial uprising against the
Soviet-imposed regime
during which more than
2,500 Hungarians and 700
Russian troops died.
One of the last to leave
Budapest after all her
student friends had fled,
she experienced a Soviet
tank shell crashed through
the window of the block
of flats where she lived
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with his parents and
brother. “If I had been 12
inches to the left my head
would have gone, blown
off,” she recalled at her
home on Highgate’s Holly
Lodge Estate.
“It was the scariest
thing in my whole life.
There was complete chaos
after the students I was
with toppled Stalin’s
statue in front of the

Houses of Parliament.
Three days later the
Russian tanks moved in.
Everything was turned
upside down. I became
quite hysterical and my
parents heartbroken
because I wanted to get
out. My doctor father was
crying. It was awful,
traumatic.”
Agi’s vivid recollections
are surprisingly linked
directly with the last half
of her life. For she has
become a passionate
promoter not only of art in
general but that produced
by the refugee artists who
made their homes locally
before and after the defeat
of Hitler in the First
World War.
She recounts the names
of David Bomberg, Josef
Herman, Martin Bloch,
Jacob Epstein, Mark
Gertler, Mario Dubsky,
Jacob Kramer, who she
exhibited at the Ben Uri
Gallery, where she was
curator for six years, and
then at her own Boundary
Gallery in St John’s
Wood, which closed in
2011.
All that happened after
a painful life arriving in
London empty-handed.
“You don’t crawl out,
walk out of a revolution
with anything apart from
what you are wearing,”
she explained.
Indeed, though she was
welcomed and supported
with refugee political
asylum funding and grants
that enabled her to study
at the LSE, at first she
moved 14 times in three
years in London, washed
the dishes in restaurants
and shared a YWCA room
with five other girls.
Her studies in
international relations and
sociology plus her gift for
languages won her two

Above: Eva Frankfurther’s
The Old Fiddler: circled
right: Agi Katz
appointments as an
economic assistant with
chemical companies
before she married a
student she met at the
LSE in 1962, moved to
Highgate, where she
brought up three children.
“I was always
passionately interested in
art, even in Hungary,” she
said. “After my first child
was born I wanted to do
something, as one does,
and took an art course at
the Camden Arts Centre.
Then I applied to the
Chelsea School of Art and
got an award to study
there from 1973 to 1976
and loved it.
“I had finally found
somewhat I wanted to do
more than anything else –
and that was wonderful.”
Other jobs followed,
including running
Lauderdale House,
Highgate, on a part-time
basis before arriving at the

Ben Uri and realising her
mission to help refugee
artists exhibit there and in
touring shows at major
galleries across the world,
among them New York’s
Metropolitan and the
Israeli Museum, in
Jerusalem.
And now she organises
exhibitions at Highgate’s
Contemporary Gallery,
and will highlight the
work of Eva Frankfurther,
a contemporary of Lucian

Freud and Frank
Auerbach but not so well
known, whom Agi first
encountered at a gallery in
Belsize Park “and was
completely blown away”.
Frankfurther, born in
Berlin in 1930, fled Nazi
persecution to England in
1939 and after becoming
an evacuee during the
London Blitz trained at St
Martin’s School of Art
alongside Auerbach and
Leon Kossoff.
Her desire was to
represent the day to day
stories of others, visiting
Italy to paint pilgrims,
beggars and children, then
moving to Paris and
subsequently deserting
her comfortable family
home in Hampstead for a
basement flat in
Whitechapel. There
she worked in
Lyons Corner
House every
evening to
observe her
fellow menial
employees– then
drawing and
painting them.
Tragically,
Frankfurther took
her own life, aged
just 29, which
makes Agi’s
promotion of her
work all the more
poignant.
“After all my
unforgettable experience
in Hungary in1956,
probably that’s why I
tended to gravitate
towards artists who were
also immigrants and
Frankfurther is a prime
example of that.”
l The exhibition runs
from June 6-11 at
Contemporary Gallery,
26 Highgate High Street,
N6 5JG. Details at
www.highgateart.com
or 020 8340 7564.

